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Bill to Approve the Elections Appeals Guidelines

Whereas, the Rutgers College Governing Association (RCGA) will be holding its annual Fall Election during the last week of September; and

Whereas, the Elections Appeals Guidelines govern the appeals process for RCGA elections; and

Whereas, the Elections Appeals Procedures establish procedures for the Committee on Appeals; and

Whereas, the Committee on Elections has studied and recommended necessary amendments to these documents; and

Whereas, these guidelines are final upon a 2/3 vote of the RCGA Congress; therefore

Be it Hereby Enacted, the Elections Appeals Guidelines and the Elections Appeals Procedures are merged into one set up guidelines, the Election Appeals Guidelines; and

Be it Further Enacted, the Rutgers College Governing Associating ratifies the Elections Appeals Guidelines for use in the upcoming Fall Election. The Elections Appeals Guidelines shall serve as guidelines for all future RCGA elections, unless the RCGA passes other guidelines to replace them.